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Student Competition Results and Student Plenary
1. Tamar presents a new fund for the student competition: The Brian Moss Student

Competition
a. Joyce Moss has made a donation in the name of her husband, Brian Moss
b. Joyce has traveled to Berlin today to address the audience with a speech about Brian,

highlighting his love for education, and limnology.
c. The new fund will help student winners fund their trip to the congress and ensure that

the competition is maintained as one SIL’s principal activities.
2. The 4th student competition had 41 applicants from 20 countries, 21 of which moved on to the

international stage.
3. Tamar thanks members of the evaluation commiee: Cristiana Callieri , Régis Céreghino , Paul

del Giorgio, David Hamilton, Stéphan Jacquet, Nico Salmaso, Piet Spaak , Sidinei M. Thomaz
4. Tamar announces awards to Winners of student competition

a. Winners receive congratulations from Tamar
i. Lena Schallenberg �3rd place)

ii. Note: Marcin Dziuba �3rd place) aending congress online
iii. Joachim Jansen �2nd place)
iv. Samuel Dijoux �1st place)

b. 2nd and 3rd place (Lena and Joachim) present brief congress reports, highlighting
their experiences at the congress, thanking Joyce Moss for her contributions, and
mentioning the meaningful discussions they had throughout the congress.

c. Thank you to evaluators this year for reading all papers at the international stage:
Cristiana Callieri, Régis Céreghino, Paul del Giorgio, David Hamilton, Stéphan Jacquet,
Nico Salmaso, Piet Spaak, and Sidinei M. Thomaz

5. Tamar introduces Plenary talk by Samuel Dijoux : Community structure and collapses in
multichannel food webs

6. Tamar - Thanks Judit for chairing the student competition since its creation in 2014 and
welcomes Ruben Sommaruga and Maria de los Angeles Sagrario Gonzalez for taking over for
the 5th competition that will be announced in 2023.

Report from SIL Working Groups
7. Vadim Panov : Aquatic Invasive Species
8. Luciana Barbosa: Dryland Limnology
9. Miquel Lurling: Lake Restoration
10. Sally MacIntyre/Bertram Boehrer & Georgiy Kirillin: Physical Limnology

Closing Ceremony
11. Words from the LOC �5mins) - Rita Adrian, Mark Gessner and Lars Tranvik: Discuss the success

of SIL100, the positive and constructive feedback they’ve received, and thank yous to all who
participated.



12. Thomas Mehner presents the Changing of the guards of the Executive commiee:
a. Incoming: Björn Wissel (General Secretary - Treasurer), Zeynep Ersoy �VP Global

Outreach), Mihir Kulkarni �ECR Developing countries), Lena Schallenberg �ECR Global
Outreach)

b. Outgoing: Tamar Zohary (General Secretary - Treasurer)
c. Video from Bjorn
d. Formal Thanks to Tamar by Thomas

13. Jack Jones introduces  the SIL 100 compilation of articles
a. Summary Article Title: A century of scholarship archived in the Verhandlungen,

Mieilungen, and Inland Waters: publications of the International Society of Limnology
b. A special collection of articles found on the T&F website.
c. Jack compiles  an impressive body of literature is found within SIL’s publications that

demonstrate the contributions of SIL & its scientists to understanding of global
limnology. Many of these publications are still highly relevant today, and it’s worth
looking back at these to gain perspective.

14. Announcement of  SIL 2024  Foz do Iguaçu, Brazil:
a. Building bridges between science and society to reduce the eects of

fragmentation and degradation of inland waters
i. Ẽg tỹ goj kri fi ẽn rike han jé ciẽncia mré ẽg ta, goj ki rĩr jé, kar ti kókén tỹ sĩ ken jé

gé ti kar mĩ (Kaingang indigenous language)
b. Presentation: Luciana Barbosa for the Brazilian Limnology Association �ABLimno,

acronym in Portuguese) & Latin America and Caribbean Limnology Network �LACAN�
c. SIL2024 located at the intersection of Brazil, Paraguay, and Argentina
d. Excellent location to host a, international congress
e. Chairs: Luciana G. Barbosa �BRAZIL�, Carlos Lopez �ECUADOR�, Nestor Mazzeo

�URUGUAY�, Jeymmy Walteros�COLOMBIA�, Jose Galizia Tundisi (Brazil)
f. Several Commiees already establish: LOC, student, etc

Closing remarks from the SIL president, Thomas : Thank you for coming to SIL2022, see you in
2024!


